S10 wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of chevrolet s10 wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power as well as signal links between the tools.
A wiring diagram normally gives info about the relative position and also arrangement of
devices as well as terminals on the devices, to assist in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial
representation would reveal much more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical appearance.
A wiring diagram is usually utilized to repair issues as well as making certain that the
connections have been made which whatever exists. Variety of chevrolet s10 wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A first appearance at a circuit diagram may be complex, but if you could check out a train map,
you could review schematics. The objective is the very same: obtaining from factor A to direct
B. Literally, a circuit is the path that enables power to circulation. Voltage: Determined in volts V
, voltage is the stress or pressure of electrical energy. This is usually supplied by a battery such
as a 9V battery or keys electrical energy, the outlets in your home operate at V. Electrical outlets
in various other countries run at a different voltage, which is why you need a converter when
traveling. Present: Current is the circulation of electrical power, or more particularly, the flow of
electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and also can just flow when a voltage supply is
linked. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how conveniently electrons
could stream through a material. Products such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as
they easily enable circulation of movement reduced resistance. Plastic, wood, as well as air are
instances of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight
Present. DC is a constant flow of present in one instructions. DC can move not simply with
conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, as well as a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioning
Rotating Current. In Air Conditioner, the flow of present occasionally rotates between 2
directions, usually developing a sine wave. The regularity of Air Conditioning is determined in
Hertz Hz , and also is usually 60 Hz for electrical energy in domestic as well as company
functions. Finishing an electric engineering level as well as after that obtaining a task in the
field indicates you will see a lot a great deal a whole lot of these schematics. It s crucial to
recognize exactly what is going on with these. Whenever you identify your specific field of
electric design, you may see much more intricate layouts as well as symbols. You ll discover
likewise that various nations use different icons. Of the 2 icons for resistors over, the very first
one is made use of in the U. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of chevy s10 wiring diagram. A
wiring diagram is a streamlined standard photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It
shows the elements of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power as well as signal
links in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram normally provides information regarding the
relative position and plan of gadgets and terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or
servicing the device. A photographic diagram would certainly show a lot more detail of the
physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic symbols to
stress interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is usually made use of to
repair problems as well as to earn certain that all the links have actually been made which
everything is existing. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which utilizes abstract pictorial
symbols to reveal all the affiliations of elements in a system. Wiring layouts are made up of 2
things: signs that stand for the parts in the circuit, and lines that represent the connections
between them. Wiring layouts primarily reveals the physical placement of parts and links in the
developed circuit, but not always in reasoning order. It highlights on the design of the cables.
Schematics stress on how circuits function logically. To check out a wiring diagram, first you
have to recognize what fundamental elements are consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also
which pictorial signs are made use of to represent them. The usual components in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cord as well as link, result devices, switches, resistors,
reasoning gate, lights, etc. A line represents a cable. Wires are used to link the parts together.
There need to be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you exactly what each color indicates.
Usually circuits with more compared to 2 parts have 2 basic types of connections: collection
and parallel. A collection circuit is a circuit in which elements are connected along a single
path, so the existing flows with one component to get to the following one. In a series circuit,
voltages add up for all elements connected in the circuit, and currents are the exact same with
all parts. In a parallel circuit, each tool is straight connected to the source of power, so each
gadget obtains the same voltage. The current in a parallel circuit flows along each parallel
branch and re-combines when the branches reunite. An excellent wiring diagram requires to be
technically appropriate and clear to check out. Look after every information. For instance, the
diagram must reveal the appropriate direction of the positive and also adverse terminals of each

component. Use the right symbols. Discover the significances of the standard circuit signs and
also select the right ones to use. Draw linking cables as straight lines. Make use of a dot to
show line junction, or use line jumps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Label
components such as resistors and also capacitors with their worths. See to it the message
positioning looks clean. Autozone repair guide for your chassis electrical wiring diagrams
wiring diagrams. Wiring diagrams symbols. Chevy s10 wiring schematic. How to read and
interpret wiring. Home chevrolet wiring diagrams chevrolet s10 pickup wiring diagrams
chevrolet wiring diagrams chevrolet s10 pickup wiring diagrams. It shows the components of
the circuit as streamlined shapes as well as the power as well as signal links between the tools.
Chevrolet wire information wire information wiring information wiring information color codes
technical wiring diagrams. Assortment of chevy s10 wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements
of the circuit as simplified shapes as well as the power as well as signal links in between the
gadgets. Blazer chevrolet s 10 2dr suv. Learn how we and our ad partner google collect and use
data. Assortment of chevrolet s10 wiring diagram. Our partners will collect data and use cookies
for ad personalization and measurement. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial
representation of an electric circuit. We have actually collected many photos ideally this image
is useful for you and also aid you in discovering the solution you are looking for. S10 Wiring
Schematic Wiring Diagram General Helper Your source for chevrolet wire information wiring
information technical help for your new or used vehicle chevrolet technical wiring diagrams
wire information wirediagram. S10 Wiring Diagram Pdf â€” s10 wiring diagram pdf, s10 wiring
diagram pdf, chevy s10 wiring diagram pdf, Every electric structure is composed of various
unique components. Each part ought to be set and linked to different parts in specific way. If
not, the structure will not function as it ought to be. So as to be certain the electrical circuit is
built properly, S10 Wiring Diagram Pdf is required. How can this diagram aid with circuit
construction? The diagram offers visual representation of a electrical arrangement. On the other
hand, this diagram is a simplified version of this arrangement. This makes the procedure for
assembling circuit simpler. There are two things which are going to be found in any S10 Wiring
Diagram Pdf. The first element is symbol that indicate electric component from the circuit. A
circuit is generally composed by several components. Another thing which you will find a
circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show how each component connects to one
another. The arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows
where to place component at a place relative to other components inside the circuit. One thing
you have to learn before studying a circuit diagram would be your symbols. Every symbol that
is exhibited on the diagram reveals specific circuit component. The most common elements are
capacitor, resistorbattery. There are also other elements like ground, switch, motor, and
inductor. It all rides on circuit that is being constructed. According to previous, the traces at a
S10 Wiring Diagram Pdf represents wires. At times, the wires will cross. However, it does not
mean connection between the cables. Injunction of 2 wires is generally indicated by black dot in
the intersection of 2 lines. There will be main lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, and so on.
Colours can also be utilized to differentiate cables. Commonly, there are two main sorts of
circuit links. The primary one is known as string connection. Because of that the electric current
in each and every component is comparable while voltage of the circuit is complete of voltage
in each component. Parallel link is more complicated compared to string one. Unlike in series
connection, the voltage of each component is comparable. It is because the element is directly
connected to electricity resource. This circuit includes branches that are passed by different
electric current levels. The current joins together when the branches meet. There are several
things that an engineer needs to focus on if drawing wirings diagram. To begin with, the
symbols used in the diagram ought to be precise. It should represent the specific element
needed to construct a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested that engineer brings positive
supply and negative source symbols for better interpretation. Meanwhile the negative source
symbol is place under it. The current flows in the left to right. Besides this, diagram drawer is
recommended to limit the number of line crossing. The line and component placement ought to
be made to decrease it. Since you can begin drawing and translating S10 Wiring Diagram Pdf
may be complicated endeavor on itself. The information and ideas which were elaborated above
ought to be a fantastic kick start, however. S10 Wiring Diagram Pdf. True Freezer T 49F Wiring
Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49
freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts.
Each part should be placed and linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v
pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring
diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be
placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be

set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Gallery of S10
Wiring Diagram Pdf. With such an illustrative guide, you will be capable of troubleshoot, avoid,
and total your assignments easily. Not just will it enable you to achieve your desired final
results quicker, but also make the complete procedure easier for everyone. This book can prove
to become the perfect device for all those who want to develop a well-organized and
well-planned operating environment. Wiring Diagram arrives with numerous easy to follow
Wiring Diagram Instructions. It really is meant to aid all the common user in developing a
correct program. These directions will probably be easy to understand and implement. Wiring
Diagram includes several in depth illustrations that show the connection of various things. It
includes instructions and diagrams for different varieties of wiring strategies and other items
like lights, home windows, and so on. Every one of those suggestions are illustrated with
practical examples. Wiring Diagram not merely gives detailed illustrations of whatever you can
do, but also the processes you ought to follow while carrying out so. In addition, Wiring
Diagram provides you with the time body by which the assignments are to become
accomplished. Wiring diagram also provides beneficial suggestions for tasks that might need
some extra equipment. This e-book even contains recommendations for additional materials
that you may require in order to finish your projects. It will be capable to offer you with further
equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so on. It will also contain provides
you could need to total easy projects. Wiring Diagram consists of the two examples and
step-by-step directions that would permit you to definitely really build your undertaking. Wiring
Diagrams are designed to be easy to understand and easy to create. You can often rely on
Wiring Diagram being an essential reference that will assist you to conserve time and money.
Moreover, this guide provides sensible ideas for a lot of various projects that you simply will
likely be capable to accomplish. Not just will it enable you to achieve yourâ€¦. With such an
illustrative manual, you will be capable of troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your
assignments with ease. Not only will it help you accomplish your desired results more
quickly,â€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and
complete your assignments easily. Not only will it assist you to attain yourâ€¦. Gallery of S10
Wiring Diagram Pdf. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Seats and Restraint Systems Front Seats.
Rear Seats. Safety Belts. Child Restraints. Air Bag System. Restraint System Check. Features
and Controls Doors and Locks. Theft-Deterrent Systems. Starting and Operating Your Vehicle.
Storage Areas. Instrument Panel Instrument Panel Overview. Driving Your Vehicle Your Driving,
the Road, and Your Vehicle. Service and Appearance Care Maintenance Schedule Customer
Assistance and Information Customer Assistance and Information. Chevrolet silverado
extended cab owner's manual 32 pages. This manual includes the latest information at the time
it was printed. We reserve the right to make changes after that time without further notice. A
notice will tell you about something that can damage your vehicle. Many times, this damage
would not be covered by your warranty, and it could be costly. Page 9: Power Seats Power
Seats If your vehicle has this feature, there will be a control on the outboard side of the front
seat s. Horizontal Control: Raise or lower the front of the seat by raising or lowering the forward
edge of the control. Raise or lower the rear of the seat by raising or lowering the rear edge of
the control. Page Heated Seats Heated Seats If your vehicle has this feature, the controls are
located on the outboard side of the front seats. Press the lower part of the switch to turn the
heater on low. Slide an adjustable head restraint up or down so that the top of the restraint is
closest to the top of your head. This position reduces the chance of a neck injury in a crash.
The rear seatback can be tilted forward to let you reach the area behind it. It also tells you some
things you should not do with safety belts. See Safety Belt Reminder Light on page In most
states and in all Canadian provinces, the law says to wear safety belts. Page 16 Put someone on
it. Then stop the vehicle. Page 17 The person keeps going until stopped by something. In a real
vehicle, it could be the windshield With safety belts, you slow down as the vehicle does. You get
more time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take the forces.
Lap-Shoulder Belt The driver has a lap-shoulder belt. Close and lock the door. Adjust the seat
so you can sit up straight. Page 21 5. To make the lap part tight, pull down on the buckle The lap
part of the belt should be worn low and snug on end of the belt as you pull up on the shoulder
belt. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic bones. The shoulder belt is too loose. In a
crash, you would move forward too much, which could increase injury. The belt is buckled in
the wrong place. In a crash, the belt would go up over your abdomen. The belt forces would be
there, not at the pelvic bones. The shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should be worn over
the shoulder at all times. In a crash, your body would move too far forward, which would
increase the chance of head and neck injury. The belt is twisted across the body. The belt
should go back out of the way. Before you close the door, be sure the belt is out of the way. If
you slam the door on it, you can damage both the belt and your vehicle. For pregnant women,

as for anyone, the key to making safety belts effective is wearing them properly. Page Lap Belt
Lap Belt When you sit in the center seating position, you have a lap safety belt, which has no
retractor. To make the belt longer, tilt the latch plate and pull it along the belt. Accident
statistics show that unbelted people in the rear seat are hurt more often in crashes than those
who are wearing safety belts. Page 30 2. Push the latch plate into the buckle until it clicks. Pull
up on the latch plate to make sure it is secure. When the shoulder belt is pulled out all the way,
it will lock. If it does, let it go back all the way and start again. Page 31 The lap part of the belt
should be worn low and snug on the hips, just touching the thighs. If you slid under it, the belt
would apply force at your abdomen. Page Safety Belt Extender To unlatch the belt, just push the
button on the buckle. When you go in to order it, take the heaviest coat you will wear, so the
extender will be long enough for you. If you have a choice, a child should sit next to a window
so that the child can wear a lap-shoulder belt and get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can
provide. Here two children are wearing the same belt. In a crash, the two children can be
crushed together and seriously injured. A belt must be used by only one person at a time. Here
a child is sitting in a seat that has a lap-shoulder belt, but the shoulder part is behind the child.
If the child wears the belt in this way, in a crash the child might slide under the belt. This
includes infants and all other children. Neither the distance traveled nor the age and size of the
traveler changes the need, for everyone, to use safety restraints. In fact, the law in every state in
the United States and in every Canadian province says children up to some age must be
restrained while in a vehicle. A baby should be secured in an appropriate restraint. Page 38 For
most basic types of child restraints, there are many different models available. When
purchasing a child restraint, be sure it is designed to be used in a motor vehicle. If it is, the
restraint will have a label saying that it meets federal motor vehicle safety standards. Page 41
How do child restraints work? A child restraint system is any device designed for use in a motor
vehicle to restrain, seat, or position children. A built-in child restraint system is a permanent
part of the motor vehicle. We, therefore, recommend that child restraints be secured in a rear
seat outside position, including an infant riding in a rear-facing infant seat, a child riding in a
forward-facing child seat and an older child riding in a booster seat. For it to work, a top strap
must be properly anchored to the vehicle. Some top strap-equipped child restraints are
designed for use with or without the top strap being anchored. Attaching more than one child
restraint to a single bracket could cause the anchor to come loose or even break during a crash.
A child or others could be injured if this happens. It is available in the second row outboard
seating positions and in the front passenger position. To assist you in locating the anchors for
this child restraint system, place your hand in a palm-up position and reach up between the seat
cushion and the seatback. Find the LATCH anchorages for the seating position you want to use,
where the bottom of the seatback meets the back of the seat cushion. Put the child restraint on
the seat. Page 48 3. Buckle the belt. Make sure the release button is 4. Pull the rest of the
shoulder belt all the way out of positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the the retractor to
set the lock. Page 49 5. To tighten the belt, feed the shoulder belt back into the retractor while
you push down on the child restraint. See Top Strap on page if the child restraint has one. Your
vehicle has a right front passenger air bag. Page 51 3. The child restraint instructions will show
you how. Make sure the release button is positioned so you would be able to unbuckle the
safety belt quickly if you ever had to. Page 52 6. Your vehicle has air bags â€” one air bag for
the driver and another air bag for the right front passenger. Air bags plus lap-shoulder belts
offer the best protection for adults, but not for young children and infants. See your dealer for
service. Page 59 Adding Equipment to Your Air Bag-Equipped Vehicle If I add a push bumper or
a bicycle rack to the front of my vehicle, will it keep the air bags from working properly? Page
Restraint System Check Restraint System Check Checking Your Restraint Systems Now and
then, make sure the safety belt reminder light and all your belts, buckles, latch plates, retractors
and anchorages are working properly. Look for any other loose or damaged safety belt system
parts. If you see anything that might keep a safety belt system from doing its job, have it
repaired. Page 61 If you ever see a label on If belts are cut or damaged, replace them. They
could operate the power windows or other controls or even make the vehicle move. The
children or others could be badly injured or even killed. Page 65 This vehicle has one
double-sided key for the ignition and door locks. When a new vehicle is delivered, the dealer
provides the owner with a pair of identical keys and a key code number. This is normal for any
remote keyless entry system. Page Battery Replacement Matching Transmitter s to Your Vehicle
Each remote keyless entry transmitter is coded to prevent another transmitter from unlocking
your vehicle. If a transmitter is lost or stolen, a replacement can be purchased through your
dealer. Remember to bring any remaining transmitters with you when you go to your dealer.
When a door is locked, the handle will not open it. You increase the chance of being thrown out
of the vehicle in a crash if the doors are not locked. Remove the ignition key and press LOCK to

lock all the doors at once. To unlock the doors, press the raised area next to the key symbol.
This turns off the automatic lock feature. The security lock lever is located on the inside edge of
each rear door. Page 72 Tailgate You can open the tailgate by pulling up on the handle while
pulling the tailgate down. When you put the tailgate back up, be sure it latches securely. Follow
these steps if you want to remove the tailgate: 1. Raise the tailgate slightly. They can be
overcome by the extreme heat and suffer permanent injuries or even death from heat stroke.
Never leave a child, a helpless adult, or a pet alone in a vehicle, especially with the windows
closed in warm or hot weather. Page Power Windows Manual Windows Turn the hand crank on
each door to raise or lower your manual side door windows. Power Windows If you have power
windows, the controls are located on the armrests on each of the side doors. Page
Theft-Deterrent Systems Sliding Rear Window If your vehicle has this feature, squeeze the latch
in the center of the window and slide the glass to open it. When you close the window, be sure
the latch is engaged. Sun Visors To block out glare, you can pull the visor down. You can also
swing the visor from side-to-side. This light reminds you to activate the theft-deterrent system.
Activate the system by locking the doors with the power door lock switch while the door is
open, or with the remote keyless entry transmitter. Push in the key and turn it toward you. Your
steering wheel will remain locked, just as it was before you inserted the key. Page Engine Speed
Control Engine Speed Control Your vehicle is equipped with an engine overspeed control that
shuts the fuel off when the engine reaches 5, rpm. Engine Coolant Heater Your vehicle may be
equipped with this feature. Page Automatic Transmission Operation Automatic Transmission
Operation Your automatic transmission has a shift lever on the steering column. There are
several different positions for your shift lever. It features an electronic shift position indicator
within the instrument cluster. Your vehicle has an automatic transmission shift lock control
system. Page 85 Transfer Case The transfer case buttons are to the right of the steering wheel
on the instrument panel. Use these buttons to shift into and out of four-wheel-drive. You can
choose among three driving settings: 2HI Two-Wheel Drive High : This setting is for driving in
most street and highway situations. The preferred method for shifting into 4LO is to have your
vehicle moving 1 to 2 mph 1. To set the parking brake, hold the regular brake pedal down with
your right foot. Push down the parking brake pedal with your left foot. Your vehicle can roll. If
you have left the engine running, the vehicle can move suddenly. Turn the ignition key to LOCK.
Remove the key and take it with you. Do not park over papers, leaves, dry grass or other things
that can burn. It contains the gas carbon monoxide CO , which you can not see or smell. But if
you ever have to, here are some things to know. Page Mirrors Mirrors Manual Rearview Mirror
Pull the tab under the mirror toward you to reduce the glare from headlamps behind you after
dark. Push the tab away from you for normal daytime operation. Automatic Dimming Rearview
Mirror If your vehicle has this feature, the mirror automatically changes to reduce glare from
headlamps behind you. The heated mirror button is located to the lower right of the mode knob
on the climate control system. The button has an indicator light to indicate if the heated mirror
feature is on or off. The lamps can also be swiveled to point in the desired direction. Open the
compartment door by pressing the latch forward. Page 97 4. The pegs inside the compartment
door are used to make sure the button on the compartment door will contact the control button
on the garage door opener. Add one peg at a time until the garage door opener operates with
the compartment door closed when you press the button. Page Temperature And Compass
Display Temperature and Compass Display The outside air temperature and the compass are
displayed at the front of the overhead console. The buttons are located to the left of the display.
Page Sunglasses Storage Compartment 1. Find your location on the zone map. Record your
zone number. The display will go off. When it does, release both buttons. Page 1. Page Front
Storage Area Front Storage Area If your vehicle has a console compartment, squeeze the front
lever while lifting the top to open it. You can store cassettes and compact discs in the slots in
front of the compartment. Page Bed Rails You can adjust the crossrails to handle loads of
various sizes. Just loosen the slider knobs at each end of the crossrail and move them to where
you want them. Make sure both sides of the crossrails are even, then tighten the slider knobs.
Be sure the cargo is properly loaded. Page Sunroof Sunroof If your vehicle has a sunroof, the
switch is located between the sun visors. The sunroof switch will only work when the ignition is
on or when the ignition is off and retained accessory power is active. Page Manually Closing
The Sunroof Manually Closing the Sunroof If you are unable to operate the sunroof using the
switch, check the fusible link under the dashboard. Your vehicle, when new, came with a tool for
manually operating your sunroof. See your dealer if you cannot locate this tool in your vehicle.
Air Outlets. See Outlet Adjustment on page for more information. Instrument Panel Cluster. See
Instrument Panel Cluster on page for more information. Electronic Transfer Case Switch. They
also let police know you have a problem. Horn To sound the horn, press the horn symbol on the
steering wheel pad. Tilt Wheel A tilt wheel allows you to adjust the steering wheel before you

drive. See Fuses and Circuit Breakers on page and for burned-out bulbs. Page Windshield
Wipers Windshield Wipers To operate the windshield wipers turn the band, located on the
multifunction lever, upward or downward. Hold it until the windshield wipers start. Then let it go.
The windshield wipers will stop after one wipe. If you want more wipes, hold the band on MIST
longer. This can really help on long trips. Page OFF: Move the switch to this position to turn the
cruise control off. ON: Move the switch to this position to turn the cruise control on. SET: Press
this button at the end of the lever to set your desired speed. Page Automatic Headlamp System
Automatic Headlamp System When it is dark enough outside, your automatic headlamp system
will turn on your headlamps at the normal brightness along with other lamps such as the
taillamps, sidemarker, parking lamps and the instrument panel lights. The radio lights will also
be dim. Your vehicle is equipped with a light sensor on the top of the instrument panel under
the radio speaker grill. DRL can be helpful in many different driving conditions, but they can be
especially helpful in the short periods after dawn and before sunset. Use your fog lamps for
better vision in foggy or misty conditions. Your parking lamps or headlamps must be on for
your fog lamps to work. The fog lamp button is located on the instrument panel near the lamp
control. Page Exit Lighting Exit Lighting With exit lighting, the interior lamps will come on when
you remove the key from the ignition to help you see while exiting the vehicle. Page Battery
Rundown Protection Battery Rundown Protection This feature shuts off the dome, courtesy,
vanity, reading, glove box, cargo and underhood lamps if they are left on for more than 20
minutes when the ignition is off. This will keep your battery from running down. If the battery
rundown protection shuts off the interior lamps, it may be necessary to do one of the following
to return it to normal operation Page Climate Controls Ashtrays and Cigarette Lighter Your
vehicle may be equipped with an ashtray and cigarette lighter. Pull the front ashtray door down
to open it. For quick cool down on hot days, do the following: 1. Outside air will also enter your
vehicle while the air-conditioning compressor is running. The pictures will help you locate them.
Warning lights and gages can signal that something is wrong before it becomes serious enough
to cause an expensive repair or replacement. Page Instrument Panel Cluster Instrument Panel
Cluster Your instrument panel cluster is designed to let you know at a glance how your vehicle
is running. Your odometer shows how far your vehicle has been driven, in either miles used in
the United States or kilometers used in Canada. The odometer mileage can be checked without
the vehicle running. The light tells you if there is an electrical problem. The system check
includes the air bag sensors, the air bag modules, the wiring and the crash sensing and
diagnostic module. It should go out once the engine is running. If it stays on, or comes on while
you are driving, you may have a problem with the charging system. Page Service Readings in
either warning zone indicate a possible problem in the electrical system. Have the vehicle
serviced as soon as possible. Brake System Warning Light When the ignition is on, the brake
system warning light will come on when you set your parking brake. This system is called OBD
II On-Board Diagnostics-Second Generation and is intended to assure that emissions are at
acceptable levels for the life of the vehicle, helping to produce a cleaner Page If The Light Is On
Steady This light should come on, as a check to show you it is working, when the ignition is on
and the engine is not running. If the light does not come on, have it repaired. If so, your
electrical system may be wet. The condition will usually be corrected when the electrical system
dries out. A few driving trips should turn the light off. Have you recently changed brands of
fuel? If so, be sure to fuel your vehicle with quality fuel. Page Maintenance Schedule Oil
Pressure Gage United States The oil pressure gage shows the engine oil pressure in psi pounds
per square inch when the engine is running. Canadian vehicles indicate pressure in kPa
kilopascals. The light will stay on until the engine starts. If the vehicle fails to start, see
Passlock on page If this light comes and stays on while you are driving, check your coolant
temperature and engine oil pressure gages to see if they are in the warning zones. Fuel Gage
United States When the ignition is on, the fuel gage tells you about This light comes on when
the fuel tank is low on fuel. To turn if off, add fuel to the fuel tank. See Filling Your Tank on page
Press and hold MIN until the correct minute appears on the display. VOL Volume : Turn this
knob to increase or to decrease volume. RCL Recall : Press this knob to switch the display
between the radio station frequency and the time. Time display is available with the ignition
turned off. Turn the radio on. Then press and hold the up or the down arrow to move the sound
toward the right or the left speakers. Set the volume at the desired level. The display will show
your selection. TUNE: Turn this knob to select radio stations. SEEK : Press the right or the left
arrow to go to the next or to the previous station and stay there. Turn the knob to increase or to
decrease. The display will show the bass or the treble level. If a station is weak or noisy, you
may want to decrease the treble. Press this button to see the message. The message may
display the artist, song title, call in phone numbers, etc. If the whole message is not displayed,
parts of the message will appear every three seconds. The player will pull it in and the CD

should begin playing. The CD symbol will appear on the display. Page 6 RDM Random : Press
this pushbutton to hear the tracks in random, rather than sequential, order. RDM ON will appear
on the display. RDM T and the track number will appear on the display when each track starts to
play. Press RDM again to turn off random play. To turn alternate frequency on, press and hold
BAND for two seconds. AF ON will appear on the display. The radio may switch to stronger
stations. Your radio will play the traffic announcement even if the volume is muted or interrupt
the play of a cassette tape or CD if the last tuned station broadcasts traffic announcements.
Page 1 PREV Previous : Your tape must have at least three seconds of silence between each
selection for previous to work. Press this pushbutton to go to the previous selection on the tape
if the current selection has been playing for less than three seconds. If pressed when the
current selection has been playing from 3 to 13 seconds, it will go to the beginning of the
previous selection or the beginning of the current selection, depending upon Remove the tape.
Hold the tape with the open end down and try to turn the right hub counterclockwise with a
pencil. Page As each new track starts to play, the track number will appear on the display. The
CD player can play the smaller 8cm single CDs with an adapter ring. Full-size CDs and the
smaller CDs are loaded in the same manner. If playing a CD-R the sound quality may be reduced
due to CD-R quality, the method of recording, the quality of the music that has been recorded,
and the way the Press the right arrow to go to the start of the next track. If you hold either arrow
or press it more than once, the player will continue moving backward or forward through the
CD. With this feature, your audio system adjusts automatically to make up for road and wind
noise as you drive. The radio will go to a station, play for a few seconds, then go on to the next
station. Press either SCAN arrow again to stop scanning. To turn alternate frequency off press
and hold BAND again for two seconds. If playing a CD-R the sound quality may be reduced due
to CD-R quality, the method of recording, the quality of the music that has been recorded, and
the way the CD-R has been handled. Turn the ignition on. This will clear the CD-sensing feature
and enable CDs to be loaded into the player again. Use this feature to listen to 10 seconds of
each track of the currently selected CD. The recorded tracks will begin to play in the order that
they were saved. When the temperature returns to normal, the CD should play. When the road
becomes smoother, the CD should play. The longer range, however, can cause stations to
interfere with each other. AM can pick up noise from things like storms and power lines. Try
reducing the treble to reduce this noise. Page Care Of Your Cds The broken tape detection
feature of your cassette tape player may identify the cleaning cassette as a damaged tape, in
error. To prevent the cleaning cassette from being ejected, use the following steps: 1. Turn the
radio off. Please start with a very important safety device in your vehicle: Buckle up. Page Many
adults â€” by some estimates, nearly half the adult population â€” choose never to drink
alcohol, so they never drive after drinking. For persons under 21, it is against the law in every U.
There are good medical, psychological and developmental reasons for these laws. Page There
is a gender difference, too. Women generally have a lower relative percentage of body water
than men. Since alcohol is carried in body water, this means that a woman generally will reach a
higher BAC level than a man of her same body weight will when each has the same number of
drinks. You can have a serious â€” or even fatal â€” collision if you drive after drinking. Please
do not drink and drive or ride with a driver who has been drinking. Page Braking Braking
Braking action involves perception time and reaction time. First, you have to decide to push on
the brake pedal. That is perception time. Then you have to bring up your foot and do it. That is
reaction time. But that is only an average. ABS is an advanced electronic braking system that
will help prevent a braking skid. When you start your engine and begin to drive away, your
anti-lock brake system will check itself. You may hear a momentary motor or clicking noise
while this test is going on. Page Braking In Emergencies The anti-lock system can change the
brake pressure faster than any driver could. The computer is programmed to make the most of
available tire and road conditions. This can help you steer around the obstacle while braking
hard. As you brake, your computer keeps receiving updates on wheel speed and controls
braking pressure accordingly. Page Steering Steering Power Steering If you lose power steering
assist because the engine stops or the system is not functioning, you can steer but it will take
much more effort. Steering Tips Driving on Curves It is important to take curves at a reasonable
speed. Page Steering In Emergencies Steering in Emergencies There are times when steering
can be more effective than braking. If the level of the shoulder is only slightly below the
pavement, recovery should be fairly easy. Ease off the accelerator and then, if there is nothing
in the way, steer so that your vehicle straddles the edge of the pavement. For one thing,
following too closely reduces your area of vision, especially if you are following a larger vehicle.
Also, you will not have adequate space if the vehicle ahead suddenly slows or stops. Page Loss
Of Control Loss of Control Let us review what driving experts say about what happens when the
three control systems brakes, steering and acceleration do not have enough friction where the

tires meet the road to do what the driver has asked. In any emergency, do not give up. Also, see
Anti-Lock Brakes under Braking on page Off-road driving can be great fun. The greatest of
these is the terrain itself. You or your passengers could be injured. Keep cargo below the top of
the seatbacks. Know the terrain and plan your route. You are much less likely to get bad
surprises. Get accurate maps of trails and terrain. Try to learn of any blocked or closed roads.
Page Scanning The Terrain Scanning the Terrain Off-road driving can take you over many
different kinds of terrain. You need to be familiar with the terrain and its many different features.
Here are some things to consider. Surface Conditions: Off-roading can take you over
hard-packed dirt, gravel, rocks, grass, sand, mud, snow or ice. Driving safely on hills requires
good judgment and an understanding of what your vehicle can and can not do. There are some
hills that simply can not be driven, no matter how well built the vehicle. Page Driving Uphill
Driving Uphill Once you decide you can safely drive up the hill, you need to take some special
steps. Page What should I do if my vehicle stalls, or is about to stall, and I can not make it up
the hill? If this happens, there are some things you should do, and there are some things you
must not do. Will I be able to maintain vehicle control? Hard-packed dirt? It is much more likely
to happen going uphill. But if it happens going downhill, here is what to do. Apply the parking
brake. Page Stalling On An Incline What if I am driving across an incline that is not too steep,
but I hit some loose gravel and start to slide downhill. What should I do? If you feel your vehicle
starting to slide sideways, turn downhill. This should help straighten out the vehicle and
prevent the side slipping. You can not accelerate as quickly, turning is more difficult, and you
will need longer braking distances. It is best to use a low gear when you are in mud â€” the
deeper the mud, the lower the gear. At faster speeds, water splashes on your ignition system
and your vehicle can stall. Stalling can also occur if you get your tailpipe under water. And, as
long as your tailpipe is under water, you will never be able to start your engine. One reason is
that some drivers are likely to be impaired â€” by alcohol or drugs, with night vision problems,
or by fatigue. It can take a second or two, or even several seconds, for your eyes to re-adjust to
the dark. When you are faced with severe glare as from a driver who does not lower the high
beams, or a vehicle with misaimed headlamps , slow down a little. Page The heavier the rain, the
harder it is to see. Even if your windshield wiper blades are in good shape, a heavy rain can
make it harder to see road signs and traffic signals, pavement markings, the edge of the road
and even people walking. So much water can build up under your tires that they can actually
ride on the water. This can happen if the road is wet enough and you are going fast enough.
When your vehicle is hydroplaning, it has little or no contact with the road. Page City Driving
City Driving One of the biggest problems with city streets is the amount of traffic on them. You
will want to watch out for what the other drivers are doing and pay attention to traffic signals.
Page Freeway Driving Freeway Driving Mile for mile, freeways also called thruways, parkways,
expressways, turnpikes or superhighways are the safest of all roads. But they have their own
special rules. The most important advice on freeway driving is: Keep up with traffic and keep to
the right. Drive at the same speed most of the other drivers are driving. Expect to move slightly
slower at night. When you want to leave the freeway, move to the proper lane well in advance. If
you miss your exit, do not, under any circumstances, stop and back up. Or is it just plain falling
asleep at the wheel? Call it highway hypnosis, lack of awareness, or whatever. There is
something about an easy stretch of road with the same scenery, along with the hum of the tires
on the road, the drone of the engine, and the rush of the wind against the vehicle that can make
you sleepy. Your brakes will have to do all the work of slowing down. They could get so hot that
they would not work well. You would then have poor braking or even none going down a hill.
However, if there is snow or ice between your tires and the road, you can have a very slippery
situation. You should probably stay with your vehicle unless you know for sure that you are
near help and you can hike through the snow. This can cause deadly CO carbon monoxide gas
to get inside. CO could overcome you and kill you. You can not see it or smell it, so you might
not know it is in your vehicle. The hooks are provided at the front of your vehicle. Page Towing
Towing Towing Your Vehicle Consult your dealer or a professional towing service if you need to
have your disabled vehicle towed. See Roadside Assistance Program on page This label lists
the number of people that can be in your vehicle and the total weight it can carry. Determine the
combined weight of the driver and passengers that will be riding in your vehicle. If you do, parts
on your vehicle can break, and it can change the way your vehicle handles. These could cause
you to lose control and crash. Be sure to include the weight of the occupants as part of your
load. If you added any accessories or equipment after your vehicle left the factory, remember to
subtract the weight of these things from the payload. It will tell you if your vehicle can carry a
slide-in camper, how much of a load your vehicle can carry, and how to correctly spread out
your load. Page Here is an example of proper truck and camper match: A. Camper Center of
Gravity B. Campers can only be installed in a long box pickup. But trailering is different than

just driving your vehicle by itself. Trailering means changes in handling, accelleration, braking,
durability and fuel economy. Successful, safe trailering takes correct equipment, and it has to
be used properly. It depends on how you plan to use your rig. For example, speed, altitude, road
grades, outside temperature and how much your vehicle is used to pull a trailer are all
important. And, it can also depend on any special equipment that you have on your vehicle.
Page Weight Of The Trailer Tongue Weight of the Trailer Tongue The tongue load A of any trailer
is an important weight to measure because it affects the total or gross weight of your vehicle.
The Gross Vehicle Weight GVW includes the curb weight of the vehicle, any cargo you may
carry in it, and the people who will be riding in the vehicle. Choose the shortest hitch extension
that will position the hitch ball closest to the vehicle. This will help reduce the effect of trailer
tongue weight on the rear axle. Page Safety Chains Weight-Distributing Hitches and Weight
Carrying Hitches When using a weight-distributing hitch, the hitch must be adjusted so that the
distance A remains the same both before and after coupling the trailer tow vehicle. If you use a
step-bumper hitch, your bumper could be damaged by sharp turns. Backing Up Hold the bottom
of the steering wheel with one hand. Then, to move the trailer to the left, just move that hand to
the left. Page Maintenance When Trailer Towing 3. When the wheel chocks are in place, release
the regular brakes until the chocks absorb the load. Reapply the regular brakes. Page Service
Service Your dealer knows your vehicle best and wants you to be happy with it. We hope you
will go to your dealer for all your service needs. You will get genuine GM parts and GM-trained
and supported service people. We hope you will want to keep your GM vehicle all GM. If you use
the wrong fasteners, parts can later break or fall off. You could be hurt. Page Additives
Additives To provide cleaner air, all gasolines in the United States are now required to contain
additives that will help prevent engine and fuel system deposits from forming, allowing your
emission control system to work properly. You should not have to add anything to your fuel. To
help avoid injuries to you and others, read and follow all the instructions on the pump island.
Turn off your engine when you are refueling. Do not smoke if you are near fuel or refueling your
vehicle. To remove the fuel cap, turn it slowly to the left counterclockwise. Fuel can spray out
on you if you open the fuel cap too quickly. Clean fuel from painted surfaces as soon as
possible. See Cleaning the Outside of Your Vehicle on page You or others could be burned. Be
careful not to drop or spill things that will burn onto a hot engine. Then lift the hood to relieve
pressure on the hood prop. Remove the hood prop from the slot in the hood and return the prop
to its retainer. Page Engine Oil A. See Battery on page for more information. Coolant Recovery
Tank. See Engine Coolant on page for more information. Engine Oil Dipstick. See Engine Oil on
page for more information. Engine Oil Fill. But you must use the right kind. This section
explains what kind of oil to use. These numbers on an oil container show its viscosity, or
thickness. Failure to use the recommended oil can result in engine damage not covered by your
warranty. Turn the screw to unlock or lock the door. Remove the fasteners that hold the cover
on and remove the cover 2. Flip the handle up and then pull out the dipstick and wipe it with a
clean rag or paper towel. Push it back in all the way, wait three seconds and then pull it back out
again. Page Checking Coolant The coolant recovery tank is located in the engine compartment
near the passenger side of the vehicle. See Engine Compartment Overview on page for more
information on location. The vehicle must be on a level surface. When your engine is cold, the
coolant level should be at ADD, or a little higher. CAUTION: Turning the radiator pressure cap
when the engine and radiator are hot can allow steam and scalding liquids to blow out and burn
you badly. See Engine Coolant Temperature Gage on page Stay away from the engine if you see
or hear steam coming from it. Coolant Recovery Tank B. Radiator Pressure Cap C. The vehicle
should be parked on a level surface. Do not touch them. If you do, you can be burned. Do not
run the engine if there is a leak. If you run the engine, it could lose all coolant. You can add the
proper mixture directly to the radiator, but be sure the cooling system is cool before you do it.
You can remove the radiator pressure cap when the cooling system, including the radiator
pressure cap and upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. If you hear a hiss, wait for that to stop.
Page 3. See Engine Coolant on page for more information about the proper coolant mixture.
Page 6. Start the engine and let it run until you can feel the upper radiator hose getting hot.
Watch out for the engine cooling fan. When the clutch is engaged, the fan spins faster to
provide more air to cool the engine. In most everyday driving conditions, the clutch is not
engaged. This improves fuel economy and reduces fan noise. Have the system inspected and
repaired. See Engine Compartment Overview on page for the location of the reservoir. If it is
not, have your brake system checked to see if there is a leak. For example, just a few drops of
mineral-based oil, such as engine oil, in your brake system can damage brake system parts so
badly that they will have to be replaced. This does not mean something is wrong with your
brakes. Properly torqued wheel nuts are necessary to help prevent brake pulsation. Its many
parts have to be of top quality and work well together if the vehicle is to have really good

braking. Your vehicle was designed and tested with top-quality GM brake parts. Page Vehicle
Storage Vehicle Storage If you are not going to drive your vehicle for 25 days or more, remove
the black, negative cable from the battery. This will help keep your battery from running down.
Check the other vehicle. It must have a 12â€”volt battery with a negative ground system. Only
use vehicles with volt systems with negative grounds to jump start your vehicle. People have
been hurt doing this, and some have been blinded. Be sure the batteries have enough water.
You do not need to add water to the ACDelco battery or batteries installed in your new vehicle.
Page 9. Connect the other end of the negative - cable at least 18 inches 45 cm away from the
dead battery, but not near engine parts that move. The electrical connection is just as good
there, and the chance of sparks getting back to the battery is much less. Page Rear Axle To
disconnect the jumper cables from both vehicles, do the following: 1. Disconnect the black
negative - cable from the vehicle that had the dead battery. Disconnect the black negative cable from the vehicle with the good battery. Page Four-Wheel Drive To get an accurate reading,
the vehicle should be on a level surface. What to Use Refer to the Maintenance Schedule to
determine what kind of lubricant to use. Page Front Axle To get and accurate reading, the
vehicle should be on a level service. Page Bulb Replacement To get an accurate reading, the
vehicle should be on a level surface. Open the hood. Remove the black retainer clips by lifting
up. Pull the headlamp assembly out. Unplug the electrical connector. Turn the bulb assembly
counterclockwise to remove it from the headlamp assembly. Pull the headlamp lens assembly
out. Twist the bulb socket counterclockwise to remove it from the headlamp assembly. Pull the
bulb straigh out to remove it from the socket. Locate the locking tabs on the assembly. Squeeze
the tabs together and push that end of the assembly out while holding the tabs. Remove the
lens retaining screws. Remove the lens. Remove the bulb. Install a new bulb. Reinstall the lens
and tighten the screws. Page Taillamps Taillamps 1. Open the tailgate. Remove the screws from
the lamp assembly near the tailgate latch. Pull the assembly away from the pickup side panel.
Turn the socket counterclockwise to remove it. Push the tab in while you turn the socket. Page
Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement Windshield wiper
blades should be inspected at least twice a year for wear and cracking. Replacement blades
come in different types and are removed in different ways. Page 4. To install the new wiper
insert, slide the insert D , notched end last, into the end with two blade claws A. Slide the insert
all the way through the blade claws at the opposite end B. The plastic caps C will be forced off
as the insert is fully inserted. Page Tires Tires Your new vehicle comes with high-quality tires
made by a leading tire manufacturer. If you ever have questions about your tire warranty and
where to obtain service, see your GM Warranty booklet for details. P-Metric Tire Tire and Rim
Association. Air pressure is expressed in pounds per square inch psi or kilopascal kPa.
Accessory Weight: This means the combined weight of optional accessories. Page Load Index:
An assigned number ranging from 1 to that corresponds to the load carrying capacity of a tire.
The maximum air pressure is molded onto the sidewall. Ratings are determined by tire
manufacturers using government testing procedures. The ratings are molded into the sidewall
of the tire. See Uniform Tire Quality Grading on page Also, check the tire pressure of the spare
tire. If you have a compact spare tire, it should be at 60 psi kPa. How to Check Use a good
quality pocket-type gage to check tire pressure. Any time you notice unusual wear, rotate your
tires as soon as possible and check wheel alignment. Also check for damaged tires or wheels.
The wheel could come off and cause an accident. When you change a wheel, remove any rust or
dirt from places where the wheel attaches to the vehicle. Page Uniform Tire Quality Grading
Uniform Tire Quality Grading Quality grades can be found where applicable on the tire sidewall
between tread shoulder and maximum section width. Sustained high temperature can cause the
material of the tire to degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive temperature can lead to
sudden tire failure. Page Used Replacement Wheels Each new wheel should have the same
load-carrying capacity, diameter, width, offset and be mounted the same way as the one it
replaces. If you need to replace any of your wheels, wheel bolts or wheel nuts, replace them
only with new GM original equipment parts. Tire chains used on a vehicle without the proper
amount of clearance can cause damage to the brakes, suspension or other vehicle parts. The
area damaged by the tire chains could cause you to lose control of your vehicle and you or
others may be injured in a crash. The vehicle can slip off the jack and roll over you or other
people. Page A. Wheel Wrench B. Bracket C. Jacking Instructions Roll and place tag behind the
bracket after the tools are installed. Bolt Location E. Wheel Blocks F. Wing Nut G. Rubber Band
H. Jack Position To remove it, turn the plastic wing nut F counterclockwise. Remove the jack
cover. Turn the wing nut counterclockwise and remove the wheel blocks, jack and wheel
wrench. Turn the wheel wrench counterclockwise to lower the spare tire. Keep turning the wheel
wrench until the spare tire can be pulled out from under the vehicle. When the tire has been
completely lowered, tilt the retainer at the end of the cable and pull it through the wheel

opening. Page Removing Wheel Covers Removing Wheel Covers Position the bent end of your
hub cap removal tool shown , or the chisel end of your wheel wrench, in the notch of the hub
cap and pry off the hub cap. Some of the molded plastic hub caps have imitation wheel nuts
molded into them. Using the wheel wrench, loosen all the wheel nuts. Turn the jack handle
clockwise slightly to raise the jack lift head. If the vehicle slips off the jack you could be badly
injured or killed. Never get under a vehicle when it is supported only by a jack. Remove any rust
or dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces and spare wheel. Lower the vehicle by turning
the jack handle counterclockwise. Lower the jack completely. In a sudden stop or collision,
loose equipment could strike someone. Store all these in the proper place. Put the tire on the
ground at the rear of the vehicle, with the valve stem pointed down and to the rear. Pull the
retainer through the wheel. Put the chisel end of the wheel wrench, on an angle, through the
hole in the rear bumper and into the hoist shaft. Page Return the jack, wheel wrench and wheel
blocks to the proper location behind the seat. Secure the items. Jacking Instructions Roll and
place instructions behind the bracket after the tools are installed. It should be 60 psi kPa. Page
Special Fabric Cleaning Problems Special Fabric Cleaning Problems Stains caused by such
things as catsup, coffee black , egg, fruit, fruit juice, milk, soft drinks, vomit, urine and blood
can be removed as follows: 1. Carefully scrape off excess stain, then sponge the soiled area
with cool water. Page Weatherstrips Weatherstrips Silicone grease on weatherstrips will make
them last longer, seal better, and not stick or squeak. Apply silicone grease with a clean cloth at
least every six months. During very cold, damp weather more frequent application may be
required. You can get GM-approved cleaning products from your dealer. The clearcoat gives
more depth and gloss to the colored basecoat. Page Cleaning Aluminum Wheels Cleaning the
Windshield and Wiper Blades If the windshield is not clear after using the windshield washer, or
if the wiper blade chatters when running, wax, sap or other material may be on the blade or
windshield. Clean the outside of the windshield with a full-strength glass cleaning liquid. Page
Sheet Metal Damage Sheet Metal Damage If your vehicle is damaged and requires sheet metal
repair or replacement, make sure the body repair shop applies anti-corrosion material to parts
repaired or replaced to restore corrosion protection. Original manufacturer replacement parts
will provide the corrosion protection while maintaining the warranty. Tar and Road Oil Removes
tar, road oil and Remover asphalt. Chrome Cleaner and Use on chrome or Polish stainless steel.
Cleans and Wash Wax Concentrate lightly waxes. Biodegradable and phosphate free. Quickly
and easily removes spots and stains Spot Lifter from carpets, vinyl and cloth upholstery.
Odorless spray odor eliminator used on Odor Eliminator fabrics, vinyl, leather and carpet. If the
motor overheats due to heavy snow or ice, the wiper will stop until the motor cools. Remove the
cover by turning the fastener counterclockwise. Extra fuses and the fuse extractor are provided
in the cover. See refrigerant change label under the hood for charge capacity information and
requirements. Page Section 6 Maintenance Schedule Page Maintenance Schedule Maintenance
Schedule Introduction Important: Keep engine oil at the proper level and change as
recommended. Have you purchased the GM Protection Plan? The Plan supplements your new
vehicle warranties. See your Warranty and Owner Assistance booklet or your dealer for details.
But we do not know exactly how you will drive it. Page Selecting The Right Schedule Selecting
the Right Schedule First you will need to decide which of the two schedules is right for your
vehicle. Do not use this schedule if the vehicle is used for trailer towing, driven in a dusty area
or used off paved roads. We, however, urge that all recommended maintenance services be
performed at the indicated intervals and the maintenance be recorded. An Emission Control
Service. See footnote. Rotate tires. See Tire Inspection and Rotation on page for proper rotation
pattern and additional information. Be sure any necessary repairs are completed at once. If the
vehicle moves, you or others could be injured. Before you start, be sure you have enough room
around the vehicle. It should be parked on a level surface. You or others could be injured and
property could be damaged. Make sure there is room in front of your vehicle in case it begins to
roll. Page Part C: Periodic Maintenance Inspections Part C: Periodic Maintenance Inspections
Listed in this part are inspections and services which should be performed at least twice a year
for instance, each spring and fall. Make sure any necessary repairs are completed at once. Page
Throttle System Inspection Throttle System Inspection Inspect the throttle system for
interference or binding, and for damaged or missing parts. Replace parts as needed. Replace
any components that have high effort or excessive wear. Do not lubricate accelerator and cruise
control cables. Transfer Case and Front Axle Four-Wheel Drive Inspection Every 12 months or
at engine oil change intervals, check front axle and transfer case and add lubricant when Rear
Driveline U. Also, you should retain all maintenance receipts. Maintenance Record Odometer
Maintenance Record Sometimes, however, despite the best intentions of all concerned,
misunderstandings can occur. This value-added service is intended to provide you with peace
of mind as you drive in the city or travel the open road. Page Transportation Options

Transportation Options Warranty service can generally be completed while you wait. However, if
you are unable to wait Chevrolet helps minimize your inconvenience by providing several
transportation options. Depending on the cir
yamaha 250 beartracker
1992 nissan 300zx engine diagram
1997 saturn sl2 transmission
cumstances, your dealer can offer you one of the following Courtesy Transportation is
available only at participating dealers and all program options, such as shuttle service, may not
be available at every dealer. Page Reporting Safety Defects To read this information, special
equipment is needed and access to the vehicle or the SDM is required. Each bulletin contains
instructions to assist in the diagnosis and service of your vehicle. Page Accessory Power
Outlets Page Audio System s cont. Theft-Deterrent Feature Page CD Messages Page Coolant
Engine Temperature Gage Page Four-Wheel Drive Page Lamps Exterior Page Maintenance
Schedule cont. Page Other Warning Devices Page Radiator Pressure Cap Page Safety Belt
Reminder Light Page Setting the Time cont. Page Time Delay Page Vehicle Control Page
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